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Respectable 
Ireland a consul general in HK 
Mr. Peter Ryan 
 
Dear 
Sirs: 

Ireland a consul general in HK
中環德輔道中 33號 20樓

Tel： 2535 0700
Fax： 852-2528 9330

E-mail：hongkong@dfa.ie
www.dfa.ie/hong-kong

I, Lin Zhen-man, HKID 188015(3) or SGID 2665604D.  

Regarding in your country that tort use of “ABC eGate” system, I had a letter ask to your 
Minister of Finance, Mr. Michael Noonan by a registered post on Oct. 22, 2016, and the copy also 
in the meantime facsimile to you, but up to now already over three months led I have not to receive 
any an answer！ 

According to the Article 5quater of《Paris Convention》, I already to possess all right of “ABC 
eGate” system at your Customs;  
    In addition, since I was to claim for the e-Gate user that already more than 50 countries after, 
please to see at www.ycec.com/UN/161215.htm that open letter of《 Illegal Impeachment Park 
Geun-hye case caused the personality, national dignity to be fully lost of Korea!》, on account of 
the PCT /SG03/00145 on 2003year (www.ycec.net) that my medical invention was to completely 
pierce use the “vaccine” fraud by CP-Chinese Dynasties only moron fools for citizens to unmask at 
Hong Kong on October of 2016, and also at the same time, the personality high Korean President 
Park Geun-hye agreed to pay my e-Gate infringement fee!  

As a result, the Jiang Core of CP-Chinese Dynasties at once insane to intervene by large 
sums of money in secretly to bribed Korea an opposition party, congress speaker with medium etc. 
ally to slander impeachment Park Geun-hye President and attempt by this to threaten other 
countries leader do not to pay the e-Gate tort fee for me, but which crazy slander impeachment 
already to unmask by above the open letter now, although Korean prosecutors just mad as fascist to 
arrest of personnel, but still have not any evidence to support the impeachment, so I still hope 
there is rightful with dauntless Ireland men must to take the lead to pay the eGate use fees only can 
to rescue for Park Geun-hye! 

See also, I have bluntly pointed out at the open letter from the final conclusion: “And includes 
immigration e channel existing co-invention three widely used, namely, in the millennium of this 
world, then anyone open his eyes in the morning after or who will be come in and go out state door 
with before be aged to be laid to rest that have not one can to go away this three inventions!”  

What are the above the three inventions? 
I.  Includes ABC eGate system of that《three measures of aviation safety》the patented 

invention that already need not to introduce again;   
II. The “wash-lung” treatment invention of PCT/SG03/00145, and application in EPO 

Patent Office that absurd examined story still to shown at www.ycec.net/EPO/03750011_3.htm 
now, but this invention was forever can’t to supersede and pierce all "vaccine" are detrimental and 
futile just, because the "vaccine" manner only can to convenience conduct in the dark to additive 
some evil matter only become a fools tools to fools people!  Such this evil means in the long run to 
exposure at Hong Kong after October of 2016, and all the details it visible at a main page of 
www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm now. 

And such as in Hong Kong hospitals still have not the “wash-lung” treatment use for public, 
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so lead only unlucky pneumonia death toll already to exceed 7000 person of every year!  Another, 
since July of 1997 after to shot the measles vaccine to lead today 38 ages thereunder the total of two 
generations of young HK people that IQ ultra-low of case already can’t to deny same in above the 
main page!  Because today the medical status quo in Ireland with HK similarly have not 
difference, why the Ireland Government should be cruel to injure all Ireland national same 
CP-China Dynasty ?!     

III.  Please to browse at www.ycec.com/HK/161007.pdf or htm, this letter send to HK 
Health Department chief on Oct., 07, 2016 to history witness all the "vaccine" are detrimental 
with futile and witness become a fools tools to fools HK people since July of 1997 after, so in the 
letter, I have a cost-free invention of everyone easy to understand and use the at home it 
called『The health hygiene of “saturation-brine”』since the 2016.10.07 to come with the tide of 
fashion!  

In the same way, this health hygiene can to lead all Ireland national that life expectancy 
upward 120age and maybe to frugal a wide margin of sanitation expenses!  This is a basic 
humanity, because your consulates have many Chinese staff who can to easy at once let the 
translated text report to the leadership and extensively introduce for all Ireland national to save 
more life that responsibility at your shoulders now!   

By the above face, please tell Minister of Finance, Mr. Michael Noonan, a powerful and 
reputable Ireland Government should not kneel in front of the CP China Dynasty can not stand up!  
If again refusing or evade paying the e-Gate infringement fee for me, it will to make the public 
anger from all the Ireland people inevitable, in the same time, on account of above the three 
inventions for the world everyone does not avoid and the Millennium unchanged, the Ireland 
Government will notorious annals of history!   

This letter is total 2pages, it can be found at: www.ycec.com/911/170125-ie.pdf if that blurred by 
facsimile or less, and the Chinese can be found at: www.ycec.com/911/170125-ie-hk.pdf.  

Thank you!  
     
Respectfully yours  
 
Zhen-man Lin 

 
Hong Kong D188015(3)  
January 25, 2017 at HK  

C.C.   
Mr. Michael Noonan 
Minister of Finance, Ireland  
Government Buildings, Upper Merrion Street, 
Dublin 2, D02 R583 Ireland 
Tel:+353 1 676 7571    Fax:+353 1 678 9936 
webmaster@finance.gov.ie 

Ireland a consul general in HK 
Mr. Peter Ryan 
 

Dear Sir: 
 

This letter sent to you that already to 
exceed 30days, but I still have not to 
receive any reply!   
  Urgent！ 
   

Zhen-man Lin 
Resend on 
Mar. 02, 2017 

Fax-Record 

 

 
 

 


